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Oak Tree Times

All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

Sea Otters Going Extinct
The Sea Otter has been known for its cuteness and soft fur coat. The
waterproof coat that protects the Otter from the chilly waters, almost
made them go extinct. In 1911, from the commercial fur trade, the
species was almost wiped out with only 2,000 of the 300,000 Sea Otters
left. Later that year, an international ban of the commercial hunting was
enacted. From the ban of sea otters, the charities, and organizations that
help them today, there are now more than 100,000 Sea Otters roaming
the sea. 12 ways you can help Sea Otters are: 1. Reduce, reuse, and
recycle whenever you can. 2. Dispose of hazardous wastes properly. 3.
Grow a garden because the roots reduce the amount of runoff. 4. Use
non toxic household cleaning products. 5. Don’t litter or dump materials
into storm drains. 6. Pick up after your pets. 7. Try to use less water. 8.
Purchase sustainable, recycled and biodegradable goods. 9. Volunteer to
help or create a beach clean up. 10. Get your car oil changed to prevent
leaks. 11. Donate funds that help Sea Otters. 12. Learn more about
ocean issues and share your knowledge!
‐someone

Whic caap counselor Wer camper .

Most of the many people that work here were campers. This is most
interesting for me because it is only my second year at caap. I have
interviewed Kippy Dewey and we found out that there are 25
counselors that were campers, and 17 CITs that were campers. I have
also found out that Kippy thinks that it is wonderful when campers
become counselors. Kippy was in her early 30’s when the camp
started. This is the camp’s 37’th year.I have also found out that cissa
(head of the music department) has been here since the camp
started.same as Kippy! The counselors that were campers are:
Michelle Carter, Aiden Cuffe, Manny Perlovsky,Sylvie Evans,Sarah
Dreyfus,Hallie Gilbert, Holly Tarnower,Cat Stiny,Liza Ulrich,Akiva
Jacobs, Grace Gehrenbeck-shim, Grant Hamilton, Anna Koenig,Maya
Krantz, Marisa Lazar,Jenny Lifson, Bailey Mannix,Henry
Mayper,Glennon Montgomery,Soﬁ Morera, Anna Moss, Sophie Moss,
and Rose O’Malley. The CITs that were campers are: Clay
Baker-Lerner, Erica Bock, Wesley Carty, Mary Corcoran, Shelstie
Dastinot, Cait Donahue, Caroline Eck, Lev Goldman, Lucy Hill, Emma
Kahn, Jenna Linert,Zach Lowenstein, Lucy Narva, Achille Ricca,
Sammy Schrager, and Olivia Seitelman. In all there are 42 people
that work here that are campers.

By Peter Jamrog

Tag
Hi! My name is Brodie Flan and I was
tagged by Sally Jamrog.
I am twelve and I live and go
to school in Watertown.
Fun facts about me:
- My favorite color is pink
- I love singing and dancing
- I also love reading and writing
- I actually like school
- I play video games (My current
favorite is Dragon Quest Builders)
- I have this weird fear of high ceilings
and think something might drop on
me
- My favorite class is eatrical
lighting and sound. In that class, we
set up the lights and speakers and do
the tech for the noontime show.
And for who I tag, that will be
Zoe Hamilton.
Something on your mind?

SUBMIT TO THE OTT
Don’t forget that there are
folders outside of the OTT
room (312) just WAITING to be
filled with IDEAS for columns!
Some of the columns that need
submissions are: Pet Wizard,
Daily Sports, Bad and Good
Advice, Classroom Spies, Evil
Overlord Advice, Random, Tips
to Being ___, and so many more!
Submit today and see responses
tomorrow!
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The Daily Sports Center Column
Good afternoon and welcome back to your daily dose of sports.
Today we are going to talk about the history of curling. Curling is one
of the oldest team sports as it was played in the 16th century and it
originated in Scotland, where games were played in the winter on
frozen lakes and lochs. Curling's nickname, the roaring game, comes
from the sound that the 44 pound granite stone makes.Men’s curling
was included in the Olympics in 1924 at the ﬁrst Olympic Winter
Games in Chamonix. It was then dropped, and later re-introduced in
1932 in Lake Placid. It is an Olympic sport though many people think
it shouldn't be an olympic sport it is very hard to do. The stone
weighs 44 pounds and you have to know when to sweep and when
not to because when you sweep it takes of a layer of ice so the stone
goes faster. You don't want it to goto fast so you miss the target but
you also don't want it to go too slow so you fall short of the target.
Please leave players I should do statistics on in my folder. Good bye
By: Timothy Hollister

Lots O‛ Pups
Hello CAAPsters! I hope you had a great Fourth
of July! Today we are going to define what dog
fits you. Simply answer these multiple choice
questions, and remember or write down the
numbers next to your answers. You can also right
it down right below the questions. At the end,
find the dog breed‛s sequence of numbers that is closest to your
numbers. If your answer is a mixture of two breeds, your answer could
be a mix of the two breeds.
Do you have small children in your family?
1. Yes 2. No
How big is your house?
1. Small 2. Medium 3. Big
How often are your parents or guardians in your house?
1. Rarely 2. Occasionally 3. Often 4. Usually
Does any member of your family have a dog allergy?
1. Yes 2. No
How often do you exercise?
1. Rarely 2. Occasionally 3. Sometimes 4. Frequently
Do you have a member of your family that needs a service dog or
emotional support dog?
1. Yes 2. No
Answers:Golden Retriever/Labrador Retriever/German Shepherd 133141, Yorkshire Terrier - 113122, Poodle - 113122, Chihuahua - 113222
Pug - 113222, Great Dane/Boxer/Siberian Husky - 233242
Border Collie - 123231
I hope you learned something from this article.
Please give me mail in my folder across from the OTT room on the third
floor. There are pencils and papers on a desk right outside the OTT
room.
Goodbye from Laila and Mr. Owner!

Ancient
Volcano
Rock!
(A.V.R)

A geologist named Mr. Buchwaldt
found an ancient rock in the West
Roxbury neighborhood of Boston.
Mr. B started to hammer the rock
because an interviewer asked him
to. When he hammered the rock, he
saw purple speckles. This rock isn‛t
an ordinary rock. It is from a
volcano that is 600 million years
old!! And he only found it last week.
Isn‛t that crazy?! They found it
June 27, 2018. The volcano must
have erupted for the purple rock to
have landed there. Isn‛t that
awesome!!?? JOHN TOPEY!!

The Pet Wizard
Hello everybody! This is the
third issue of the Pet Wizard, and
today I got two questions in my folder.
One says, How do I stop my dog from
eating my pillows? To answer to your
question, you should spray your
pillows with, for example, a bitter
spray, or give it something else to
chew on like a chew toy. The second
question says, Why do people keep
snakes in there house? Well, some
people have snakes because they are
allergic to dog and cat hair, yet they
still want a companion. Other people
just have snakes because they like
them. Thanks for reading! (I also just
got a 3 month old black lab named
Maddy yesterday! She was bullied by
her brothers and sisters on Tennessee,
and then she was brought here as the
runt of the family.)
The Pet Wizard
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Today´s noontime show was hosted by Marcy and Dave Jamrog as a new counselor and it was great and
entertaining . First up was the rock band with the Sacks Sisters. They sang the song Believer by the Imagine
Dragons with guitar, piano, and drums. Next up, was the CIT´s public service act and it was about the sit down song.
After that, there was dance through the decades with a great performance. After the performance, there was
a funny video comedy show on what's NOT A CAMP SPACE. Then, there was another public service act about
what you do about recycle. Soon after, was the song with Amanda, Amita, and Mica on the piano. When the good
song was finished, the SCREEEEEEEEEEN!!! rolled down with the awesome CAAP Photo Quiz show with Rose. It was
so cool! The last act was hip hop fusion with bright lights and a catchy tune, so that was today´s incredible
noontime show.
By Maanav and Zahin

From Around the Web, Part 2
In the dim, dusty corners of your favorite news sites lie the “Sponsored Stories.” Deceptively
lurking amidst the familiar, enticing images lure you down a horrifying path through the
stranger facets of humanity. Few dare to traverse beyond the surface of this odd content, but for
those who do, a truly unique journey awaits. Enter “From Around the Web.”
For this section, I decided to take some advertised IQ tests. One ad told me that if I got at least a
score of 10/12, I had an IQ of 132, signifying “very superior intelligence.” I don’t consider
myself extremely smart, but I’m proud to say I practically aced that thirtyquestion quiz, along with several others with
names like “If You Can Get More Than 75% in This Quiz You’re Basically a Genius.” Follow along, and see if you’re
basically a genius as well as I quote some of the highlights.
1. Book is to reading as fork is to…
a) Drawing
b) Writing
c) Stirring
d) Eating

3. Which of these words do not title animals?
a) Gorilla
b) Tyrannosaurus
c) Denmark
d) Kangaroo

2. The word "kitchen" is spelled by using the
4. Africa is an example of a…
first letters of the words in the following
a) City
sentence: Kelly isn't telling Carlos her exciting
b) Country
news.
c) Capital
a) True
d) Continent
b) False
These quizzes were hosted on a site called Offbeat, which is subtitled with the phrase, "Quirky stuff to make you smile."
Offbeat is part of a larger network called Topix, a company desperately trying to cater to all audiences at once; along with
Offbeat, there’s also “Parenthood” for the parents, “Sideline” for the sports fans, “Pawsome” for the pet lovers, and about
ten more in the same vein. In some places the site seems unfinished; the tagline for their vegan site “Wellnest” is the
memorable “wn tagline here.” On their front page, they advertise their wide showcase of “onpoint tweets” and “Pinterest
fails.” From what I’ve seen of it, I would say Topix is comparable to BuzzFeed, except there’s no news and nothing’s
funny. An example of their stellar articles is “Can You Name the Farm Animal?”, which I originally thought was satirical
but now am having my doubts. There was also “23 Hilarious Signs You’re Just Not Cool Anymore,” which seems to be an
issue Topix’s writers are struggling with. At the end of each IQ test, there was an option for me to share my score on
Facebook, and believe me, I did. It must be known that Denmark is not an animal. So, I implore you to go share your
results with anyone who will listen. Spread the knowledge.
 Ben Snyder
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THE BAD CHATBOT

Interview With Adele!!!!!! (Possibly the popstar)

I’m sad. I didn’t get any questions. But that’s OK, because I
have a record of a conversation I had with the bot:
User: hello.
System: Greetings.
User: what's up?
System: The sky...
User: ha
System: Let's change focus a bit...
User: Ok. how are you doing?
System: Ok. Good. And you?
User: ine.
System: Um, i get the feeling this conversation is not going
anywhere..
User: yeah me too.
System: I see.
User: or DO you!?!?!?!?!?!
System: That's an interesting question...!?!?!?!?!
User: are you Ok?
System: I'm not Ok.
User:
System: I see, please continue...
User: um.
System: Hmm, is that so..
User: you're repeating yourself.
System: I'm sorry, my responses are limited. You must ask
the right questions.
User: what are the right questions?
System: What do you think?
User: well, you got me.
System: Can you go over that again please..
User: what's to go over?
System: That's an interesting question...
User: bye
System: See you later.

Q: What is your favorite thing to do?
A: Sing! Obviously. (Rolls eyes)
Q: Who‛s your favorite artist?
A: Myself! Duh. (Rolls eyes again)
Q: What is something that you don‛t like about
yourself?
A: Why would there be anything to dislike about me?!
WHAT ARE YOU IMPLYING?!!!!
Q: Um...anyway...what is your favorite quote?
A: “I don‛t make music for eyes, I make music for
ears.” -Me! Actually, I like any quote that I said.
Here‛s one right now. “Adele is better than Ariana
Grande, Selena Gomez, or Sia.” You like it?
Q: Um...yeah. Next question, What is your favorite
song?
A: Any song by me!!!!!! My song are all so good!!!! Why
are you even asking these questions? The answers are
so obvious! You know what, I have like, better things
to do as in like, write a song about how awesome my
life is. BYE NOW!
Q: Ok...well, it was nice talking to you! Have a nice
day. Now I need to go home and remove all your music
from my favorites list. Bye!

HOT!!! PEPPERS BY NICK EPLETT
Have you ever asked someone what the hottest
pepper was!
1.
Jalapeno
2. Naga viper
3. Red savana
4. Naga morich
5. Dorset naga
6. Komodo dragon
7. Scotch bonnet
8. Trinidad scorpion
9. Ghost pepper
10. Carolina reaper
Those are the hottest peppers

Musical Part 2: Cast List
Hey CAAPers, this is the cast list of the Musical. They are
doing the Musical School of Rock.
Mr. Mooneyham/Gabe Brown‐ Simon Amaya‐Price, Shonelle‐
Nyla Anderson, Sophia‐ Annabelle Audoly, Marcy‐ Ainsley
Bonang, Mrs. Spencer/ Ms. Lewis ‐Maisie Brigham, Mason‐
Grace Cohen, Freddy‐ Tim Cole‐ French, Lawrence‐ Eli Galiga,
Summer‐ Amanda Hook, Pa y‐ Abby Kaufman, Ned‐ Ezra
Corn‐Meyer, Mrs. Williams/Ms.Jones‐ Iris Liebman, Mrs.
Hathaway/ Thea/ Teacher‐ Clara Matos‐Ito, Mrs. Sheinkopf/
Policewoman‐ Soﬁa Nogueira Sanca, Zoe‐ Soﬁa Papadopoulos,
Polly‐ Lily Park, Rosalie‐ Margaret Pirozzolo,Tomika‐ Amita
Polumbaum ,Dewey Finn‐ Jack Reisman, Mrs.Travis/Teacher‐
Dahlia, Mrs. Turner/Teacher‐ Julia Roth, Billy‐ Leo Ruckins en,
Ka e‐ Ka e Trann, Autumn‐ Olivia Sarkis, Doug/ Mr.Hamilton/
Teacher‐ Noah Schlondorﬀ, Jamie‐ Kaori Sakurai, Jeﬀ
Saunderson/ Teacher‐ Eli Traub ,Madison‐ Gabby Vogel ,Snake
/Mr.Sanford/ Teacher‐ Ethan Walsh
Featured Dancers:Julia Roth, Lily Park, Gabby Vogel, Dahlia
Roberts,Kaori Sakurai, Eli Traub ,Annabelle Audoly, Noah
Schlondorﬀ, Grace Cohen, Leo Ruckenstein
This informa on is cer ﬁed by the CIA Caap Intelligence
Agency.
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The random column
Hello my brothers, today i hope you are having a
great day even though it is raining.
Okay i hope you know that i am about to fall
asleep and the lights in the ott room just went
off so i am writing in the dark. Okay so today i
am going to give you a map of cars and how they
relate to each other.
Korean
hyundai
kia
Japanese
toyota
honda
American
ford
jeep
German
porsche
BMW
Any way boys the next person to come to camp in a
porsche will get ten dollars from me and if they
are in ott they will get many otts in their folder.
-random column
*notes please
50 QUESTIONS WITH… JENNA LINNERT the CIT!
How old are you? 16 years old
What school do you go to?
Medfield High School
What do you want to be when you grow up?
Costume Designer
Is it hard being a first-year CIT?
Very hard, I am still confused about some
things
What is your schedule?
Girls Rock Band, Gymnastics, OTT, Costumes,
Swim
How many years have you been a CIT and a camper?
Camper: 3 years CIT:1 year
What is your favorite summer treat?
Real Fruit Popsicles
On a scale of 1 to 10 how much do you love CAAP
11 out of 10
Who are your 2 favorite campers?
You two- Lucca Olivet and Sylvie Sacks
What is your favorite animal/word/food?
Animal: Red Panda
Word: The Mandarin word for lobster
Food: Pasta
How tall are you?
5’3”
What is your favorite type of food?
Chinese
What counselor do you look up to the most?
Liza
What is your favorite class you are a CIT for this
year?
Girls Rock Band
What do you like to do in your free time?
Listen and Play Music
-Lucca Olivet and Sylvie Sacks
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Interview with Mike Mitchell, Director of Trolls
By Malachy Dubin
Interviewer: What gave you the idea to make this horrid
movie?
Mike: My friend dared me to make a movie worse than
Sharknado 4
Int: How many people have gone into commas, watching this
movie?
Mike: ten.
Int: only ten?
Mike: No, ten hundred thousand!
Int: on a scale from 1-10 how bad is this movie?
Mike: thirteen.
Int: Describe the movie in three words.
Mike: terrible, barf inducing, and cringe worthy,.
Int: What has happened after this movie came out?
Mike: I got sent to jail, Justin Timberlake’s career went down
the toilet,, and my wife, now ex-wife, has to bleach her eyes
every four hours.
Int: What are the good things about this movie?
Mike: (silence).

INTERVIEWING RANDOM PEOPLE #1
I will be interviewing C.I.T.s and/or counselors at camp and you have
to guess who it is! Put your guesses in my folder and I will put the
answer in my next article. Also you can put people you want me to
interview in my folder. P.S. I got lots of different answers in my folder
and the right one is……… Anna K.!
What is your schedule at camp?
Gymnastics , Hip Hop fusion, Hip Hop Hooray, jr.
musical, and Broadway Babies.
What is your favorite color?
Periwinkle
What Are your favorite food(s)?
Ice cream, and pumpkin bread
What do you like to do in your free time?
Run, Watch TV, and go outside.
What are your favorite hobby(s)?
Dancing, Running
Who is your favorite singer?
Bruno Mars.
Do you speak any other languages?
No, but I take spanish at school.
Do you do dance during the year?
I used to but not anymore.
Where were you born?
Boston
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The Evil Overlord Advice Column
Gree ngs, My minions, 3 things have been put in my folder
today.
1) “Mike Pence+Donald Trump =love. Top for evil overlord”
2) “Which candy bar should I eat ﬁrst, The hershey's or the
milky way. ‐Candy”
3) “How can I torment my parents?”
Okay. First of all I don't really get number one. Read The Evil
Overlord Advice Column #5 to hear my opinion on Trump, but
to be brief, in my opinion, Mike Pence+Donald Trump=
Kinda disturbing eh? Really gnaws at your soul. Second of all,
Hershey is a giant conspiracy threatening the stability of
planet earth. So burn the Hershey and eat the milky way.
Now, to the good part. #3. So many ideas!
● Purposely mess up your room
● Bounce a ball in your living room when your parents
are around
● Play rock and roll music really loud (without
headphones) when guests are over
● Get a python without your parents permission
● Get a drum set and play it 24/7
● Break an expensive vase
● Talk back
● Complain about everything
● Clog as many toilets as you can
● Have a huge party when you are home alone only for
2 hours
● Dump a bag of styrofoam in your parents room
● Repeatedly saying ‘mom, mom, mom, mom, mom,
mom, mom, mom’ Then when she answers, say
"nothing"
● Keep asking them for money, and when they give it
to you, spend it all at the vending machine
● Keep asking for a dog (or a second one)
● Be on some electronic device (with a screen) during
a meal or while they are talking
● Hang up video game posters without permission
● Adopt the neighborhood stray cat without
permission
● Flood the bathtub
● Do something mean to your sibling and tell your
parent that they did it to you
● Draw on the walls
● Peel paint oﬀ the house
● Spill oil on the couch
● Change the wiﬁ password
So, please put questions and problems in my
folder and I will give you advice. Thank you for all your
inputs all ready. I look forward to more.
Sincerely, The Evil Overlord
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Tips To Being Happy:
Hi there CAAP! Tips To Being Happy is a great example
of a suggestion that was put in my folder! I always
appreciate fun adjective suggestions (i.e. Tips To Being
weird or annoying). There are never enough suggestions
so keep them coming! I hope that this helps who ever
asked because happiness is contagious! Then again, I’m
sure that no CAAPers need this article at all!
1) First Think: “Why am I unhappy?” If there’s
something keeping you from joy, get it out of
your life! If you’re someone who has nothing bad
going on yet can’t seem to ﬁnd good things, look
around! You’re at CAAP aren’t you? No matter
what you’re facing there will always be a ray of
sunshine that you can piggyback oﬀ of. Bliss can
be found anywhere!
2) The ﬁrst step may have already been a good tip
enough but now I can go in depth about your
well being. There are two tips that help me
whenever I’m feeling down in the dumps; Just
smile, and distraction.
Just smile happiness: Alex Korb Ph.D.,
writer for Psychology Today, states that smiling
can actually trick your brain into thinking that
your happy! So, if your having a crummy day,
think happy thoughts and muster your best fake
smile. Smiles also make others smile back,
creating a happier environment. When you smile
your brain remembers how happy you were
other times you’ve smiled. So you smile and
boom! You’re happy! A smile a day keeps sad
thoughts away!
Distraction happiness: Every time
anything bad has happened in my life I’ve had
one tactic: Animaniacs. Comics and your favorite
TV shows are the best medicine for anything. For
me, lying in bed with a bowl of ice cream and a
show is the perfect cure. For others, getting your
blood pumping at the gym or just outside works.
When you do something distracting your frame of
mind can change. Buck up CAAPers! There's a
rainbow at the end of your rainstorm!
And that is how to be simply merry. Want a tip or two with
your life? You can put it in my folder outside of the OTT
room. Tips to being ___.
Sincerely, A Tips Expert.

‘Why Don’t we call Jetski’s Boatercycles?
- Jacob Duarte Perlovsky
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